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THEORETICAL STUDY OF THE TUNNEL-BOUNDARY LIFT INTERFERENCE DUE TO SLOTTED

WALLS IN THE PRESENCE OF THE TRAILING-VORTEX SYSTEM OF A LIFTING MODEL 1

By CLARENCEW. MATTHEWS

SUMMARY

The equationsprewnted in t.h report givetheinterferm on
the trailing-vortex syw%n qf a uniformly loaded jinite-span
wing in a cirew?urtunnel comlzining partly open and partly
closedwaih, d speoial rejerence to sym-”cal arrange-men$s
qf theopen and clo8edportio?w. .k&-hd8 are ghnfortzi%nd-
ing th equations to include tunnel shape8 other than circular.
The reztungulur tunnel ix wed to demonstm.tetie mdwo?s.
The equztiona are &o mkrwko?to nonuniformly loaded wings.

An anuly8i.sof the equationsfor C8n!ainconjigurathw ha8

shown that: (1) only a smuil percentage qf slot openiw h
required to give zero intq%mnce conditiorwif 7%8tunnel con-
tuins jour or more slw%; (9) in the co7&7uxa&nw8twdied,the
ratw between the shttd-tunnd interference and the eb8eo?-

tunnel inttvjerenm at the center of the tunnel is approximately
constantfor various model span8; and (S) tunn.ek coniaini~
an oo?dnumber oj s10t8or nOmymmetrical 81.Otarrange-nwn&3
cuwsean additionalroUingmoment or a eross~ on the wings,
or both.

INTRODUCTION

Inn study of solid-blockage interference (see ref. 1), it has
been shown that tunnels containing mixed boundaries, that
is, partly open and partly closed walls, will elininate or
greatly reduce such interference. Since the slotted tunnel
conjuration required to eliminate solid blockage can not
eliminate lift interference, it is necesssry to study the inter-
ference on the trailing vortices of a lifting model in order to
mrdcethe necessary corrections to the lift characteristics of a
model.

The problem of one or two slots has been treated by various
authors (see refs. 2 to 4). The case of more than two dots
has also been trwted in references 5 and 6. Reference 5
treats only small wings in circular tunnels, and reference 6
treats only the case for a large number of evenly spaced slots.

The purpose of this investigation is to present equations
which e.gn ess the tunnel-wall interference due to mixed open
and closed bounckriea in the presance of the trailing-vortex
system of a bite-span lifting model at subsonic velocities.
Special attention is given to teatsections in which the slots are
symmetrically located with respect to both wea.

Various extetions of the theory have been made and
follow in a general fashion the methods of reference 5. These
extensionsinclude the effects of wingspan, slot configurations,

ISUIMKLWM lWX@ dwlrmlfIaiNAOA13MU IW3.

interference at points near the center, nonuniform loading,
and methods for calculating the interference in tunnels of
other than circular oross section.

Numerical calculations of the interference characteristics
of several symmetrical cases are presented and are used to
show the properties of the interference of circular tunnels
containing 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 slots symmetrically located with
respect to the z- and y-sins and a square tunnel containing
8 slots symmetrixdly located in the top and bottom walls.

SYMBOLS

constants

span of wing
half-span of wing (see fig. 1)
tunnel crowsectional area
lift coefficient of model

drag increment due to interference
tunnel diameter (see fig. 4)
tsmgentialline element
quality factor, the ratio at any given point of the

interference of a slotted tunnel to the inter-
ference of a closed tunnel with the same cross
section

ha&span length of wing in ~-plane (i&. 1)
number of slots or panels in tunnel
integer denoting indices of summations and mul-

tiple products
special number defined in expression (2)
radial distance of point from coordinate center
radius of circular tunnel
model or wing area
z-component of velocity
y-component of velocity
magnitude of velocity
velocity vector
coordinate of rectangukw systt3m(fig 1)
complex variable, x+iy

complex velocity, u—w
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r circulation about a point, positive in counter-
“clockwise direction

‘Y function of 00and b (see eq. (32))
6 proportionality factor used in equation for c=
fJ interference correction angle to be added to meas-

ured angle of attack, ~ (see ref. 7)

strength of a source
; complex variable in tmmsformedplane
e angularcoordinate of polar system (*. 1)
8* polar angle of slot edge
a complex function of z (z=eW)
A parameter defined in equation (106) (also see para-

graph 14.8, ref. 8)
P perturbation potential
ap derivative of potential in direction normal to a
G given line

Subscripts:
c
I
N
u

THEORY

closed tunnel
interference condition
nonuniformly loaded
uniformly loaded

OF LIFT-VORTEXINTERFERENCEIN SLOTTED
TUNNELS

GENERAL.4NUYPJ9

Theoretical boundary conditions of flow about trailing
vortices in a tnnnel containing mixed open and closed
boundaries.-The equations for the interference on the lift
of a model due to mixed open and closed tunnel walls in the
presence of a trailing-vortex system may be obtained by
considering the same two-dimensional approximation of the
flow field that is used in reference 7. The conditions of this
two-dimensional approximation may be briefly stated as:
(1) the tunnel and its boundaries extend from a point an
infinite distance upstream of the model to a point an inti.nite
distance downstream of the model; (2) the velocities induced
by the trailing vortices in the cross-sectional plane located at
the model me one-half of those induced in a far-downstream
cross~ectional plane; (3) the induced-veloci~ flow field
in the fardownstieam section may be treated with two-
dimensionalmethods; (4) the boundary condition which must
be satisfied at a solid portion of a tunnel wall is that the flow
must be tangential to it, or

ap
ho—. w

(5) the condition which must be satistied at an open portion
of a tunnel wall is that the potential over that portion must
be constant or the flow must be normal to it; (6) no singulsri-
tiea other than the trailing vortices can exist within the
boundaries of the tunnel; and (7) the constant potential in
every slot must be equal to that in every other slot. The
iinal condition is required because the pressure ti the same at
every slot and is shown by the following considerations.
Since the pressure is constant over iiheentire region outside
the tunnel there will be no prw.sure differences between the
slots at a point far upstream, and hence there can be no flow

1

between the slots due to external influences. Also, since this
point is too far from the model to be influenced by it, there
can be no flow due to the model. As there is no flow between
the slots, no potential gradient can exist between the slots;
therefore, the potentials in all the slots must be the same.
It therefore follows by condition (5) that, in the fro-dow-
nstreamposition, the constant potential in every slot is equal
to that in every other slot.

Coordinate system nsed,-The coordinate system umd in
referenea 8 iE also used throughout this report. In this
system, it is expedient, in order to avoid confusion with the
customary notations, x+iy, to use as axes of reference the
following system: z-ti to the right, z-axis downstream,
and y-axis to form a right-hand system. Since the z-axis
is not used in the edculations, it is possible to use the complex
coordinate z=x+iy without confusion. The velocity com-
ponents are denoted by u in the zdirection and v in t,hoy-
direction. The symbol w is reserved for the comphm
potential.

Velooity fields in oiroular slotted tunnels.-The previously
stated boundary conditions may be satisfied by using
complex veloci~ functions rather than complex potential
functions. This is done by selecting a complex velocity
function that has singularities at the wing tips and a flow
direction either normal or tangential to the tunnel walls. If
this function is multiplied by another complex function
whose value on the tunnel wall changes from all real to all
imaginary (or the opposite) at each slot edge, then the flow
will be rotated 90° at those points so that the final flow of the
product of the two functions will be normal to the wall on
selected portions and will be tangential to the wall on the
remaining portions. It can, however, be expected that the
second function will introduce within the tunnel singuhu%iea
which me not permitted according to the stated boundary
conditions, so that a third function which contains all the
forbidden singularitiesmust be used in such a fashion that it
will cancel the forbidden singularities of the second function.

In order to make up the first function, suppose that tho
two singulmities at the wing tips with their reciprocal
singularities me written as l/(@—&) (1—#@), where z is
the complex variable z+iy ands is the semispan of the lifting
wing. If this function is examined by letting z=e’oj where
0 is a polar angle (fig.”1), it will be found that the flow may
be made normal to the walls if the factor z is included in the
numerator. This flow may also be made tangential to the
wall by multiplying by the factor i. Thus, the tit function
may be written

(&–d);;-&a (2)

The symbol p can be chosen to be either 1 or i, depending on
whether normal or tangential flow is required at the walls,

The semnd function can be developed by considering tho
square root of a function which is real on the wall and changes
sign at each slot edge so that the square root of the funotion
changes from real to imaginary at each slot edge. Such a

-Z
function may be expressed by cot ~ ~t ‘“ whero Z=eto

and @ is in general complex. Examination of this function
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shows that it becomes
r

COt~—OOt~ on tie t~el wa~,

whero Oris the polar angle of a slot edge (see @. 1). The
twm under the radical changes from positive to negative at
O=Ocso that the function changes hwm real to imaginary at
the point 0, on the tunnel wall. If a number of these func-
tions having d.iilcrent O.’smarking the transition hm open
to closed sections of the tunnel wall are multipliiied together,
it can be seen that the product will change sign at each value
of 00so that the function will be real on alternate sections.

This use of cot ~ also suggests the use of other complex trigo-

nometric functions such as cm 0, sin ~, and tan ~ The sine

and cosine terms will, on examination, be found to introduce
two slot edges for each value of 0,, rather than one. These
two slot edges will be found to be located symmetrically with
respect to the x-axis for the cosine term and to the y-axis
for the sine term. Thus, the use of these functions is sug-
gested for symmetrical slot configurations.

Since any of these functions may introduce singularities
within the tunnel, it is necessary to examine them for such
singularities. The four functions may be written aamultiple

products of the form

h-JCOB8—COSe,=
g-l

cos #—cOS 01 cosa—COS02... cosi+COS00 (3)

with equivalent, expre9ssionf3for

aJ&l%3inoo
0-1

i!wz=%
and

When z=e’” is substituted for O, the expressions

I and (6) become, respectively,

2-9)2=+9~ Jz?+l-2z cos e,
g-l

(4)

(5)

(6)

(3), (4), (5),

m

(8)

(9)

J=== ‘0)(z+l)-@i-@ h

Examinations of the functions (7) to (10) shows that they
contain forbidden singularities at the following values of z:
the cosine and sine terms at z=O, the cotangent term at
z= 1, and the tangent term at z= —1. Several functions
which contain singularities identical to those appearing in
functions (7) to (10) and which are real on the tunnel are

.

3(~=0 G cos n$+b= siun~) (11)

whioh has a singularity at z= O,

55(%+wcot” :
n-o ()

which has a singulari~ at z= 1, and

s (%+’wtm” ;
n-o ()

(12)

(13)

which has a singulari@- at z= — 1. In the expreggiom (11),
(12), and (13), as, an, b., and p. are real constants. It may
be seen now that if the trigonometric series is divided by tie
multiple product which contains the same singularities, the
forbidden singularities will be canceled out of the final equa-
tion and an equation will be left which has only the desired
singularities within the tunnel.

The reason for using the multiple product in the denom-
inator may be seen by examining the flow about the slot
edges. Since the flow must turn a sharp corner ss it goes
around the edge of each slot, the velocity must be infinite
at that point. Since the multiple-product function becomes
equal to zero at each slot edge, it must be placed in the
denominator of the final complm velocity function to insure
the required tite velocities.
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Before the final complex velocity function is written, it
should be observed that function (2) has a zero at the point
z=O which must also be removed either by including an
extra term in summation (11) or by multiplying summation
(12) or (13) by a, cm d+b, sin 0. With this relationship in
mind, the fbl complex velocity functions maybe written:

++1

dw_
pz ~. (ancosnO+b=sinn7Y)

z– (14)
(&–#) (1–281 ff &OS 8–COS 80

0-1

+-H

dw_ pz.2 (% 00sn73+b%sin n$

z– (15)
(&–&) (1-z%?) ~ijldsrn8–srn 0,

and an equation similar to equation (16), where tan ~ is used

rath& than cot j.

In the application of these equations, each value of Oris
noted to introduce two slot edges into each of equations (14)
and (15) and only a single slot edge into equation (16).
Since each panel has two edges, gmust be equal to the number
of panels m in equations (14) and (15) and to lmice the
number of panels, or 2m, in equation (16). Also, if equation
(14) or (15) is applied to tunnels containing an odd number
of slots, if will be found that the singularity arisii horn the
multiple product will contain a term of the order ~, which
cannot be removed by the summation. In order tOremove
this singularity, the summation of equation (14) or (15)
must be rewritten ss

This series will, upon examination, be found to contain a
singularity of the order %, which will cancel the one-hslf-
power term due to the extension of the multiple product
over an odd number of slots.

Equations (14) and (15) introduce slot edgw at locations
symmetrical to the z- and y-axes, respectively; thus, it is to
be expected that the use of time equations for symmetrical
cases will simpl& the problem. Time equations will not
work, however, for nonsycmnetricsl cases as they will iutro-
duce slots at points where they are not desired; therefore, it
“Eneces.smy for the general case to resort to the more com-
plicated but completely general equation (16). Equation
(16) can be used for symmetrical cases; however, the expres-
sions resiking from its use can be reduced to the forms
obtained horn equations (14) and (15).

In order b mike the final application of equation (14).
(15), or (16) to a wind tunnel, the arbitrary constants of the

summations must be evaluated. This ewihmtion cnn ?m
effected by using the remaining boundary conditions, which
require that the potentials in each slot must be equal to
each other and that only a vortex flow can exist about the
singularities within the tunnel.

The potentiil condition can be evaluated by the following
line integral:

(18)

in which the limits of integration terminate in the slot. One
path which can be used is we streamline which flows along
the panel. When this streamline is used as the path of
integration, equation (18) becomes

(19)

as the potential is the same over all slots. Since the velocity
V will in general be complex, two equations exist for ench
panel.

The strengths of the circulation about a pole and of tlm
source at a pole are fixed by the relation,

-$
r+w— ~ dz (20)

where r isthe circulation due to lift and u is the sourco
strength and is equal to zero. Since equation (2o) must be
emiluated about each pole, it gives four equations which
may be used to evaluate the constants.

The set of boundary equations (19) and (2o) maybe con-
sidered as a set of simultaneous equations in the unknown
constants found in equation (14), (16), or (16) and is used
to determine the values of these constants. If them con-
stants are to be uniquely determined, there must bo as mfiny
equations as there me constants. An examination of equa-
tions (19) and (2o) shows that equation (19) gives 2m
equations and that equation (2o) gives four equations,
making a total of 2m+4 equations which may be used to
determine the unlmow-nconstants. The number of constrmts
which must be satisfied is determined from an examination
of equation (16). The paragraph following equation (16)
shows that g must equal 2m, so that the number of constants
must equal 2m+4; hence the number of equations and the
number of constants are equaJ, so that all the constants are
determined and a unique solution is obtained for the problem.

DERIVAmONOF EQUATIONS

Slots symmetrically looated with respeot to the x- and
y-axes.-k the case of symmetry about the z- and w-axes,
considerable simplification resuIts. Equation (14) can be
used in place of equation (16). In equation (14), each value
of 00in the multiple products can be used to produce four
changes of sign, provided these products are written as

*
II Jcd O—COS*eg (21)
g-l

M
II &in%?-siu%g

g=l
(22)
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These changes of sign are observed at t?fl,–O., r–do, and
r+ Or,or one in each quadrant. Hence, if the values of Og
am known in one of the quadrants, the multiple product need
be extended only over that quadrant, as all the other slots
will be automatically introduced. If the slots are evenly
spaced and of equal width, function (21) or (22) can be
replaced by

d
c0s2~+-cOfP$eL (23a)

or

(23b)

Expressions (23rL)and (23b) can be shown to produce slots
which are evenly spaced and of equalwidth by thesubstitution
of

for 0 in exprcasions (23a) and (23b).
Wlmn this modification is taken into consideration, equw

tion (14) then may be written with the substitution of
z=e” as

m

-’~. {q(+-”+’2Tip22
—r—’iu= .

which may be reduced to

g-l

where the factor p is equal to 1 if slots intersect the z-axis
and is equal to i if panels intersect the z-axis. If the slots
are evenly spaced, and of equal width, the function

J+–2F cos mtll+l

can be substituted for the multiple product in equation (24)
or (25).

The constants of equation (25) must be evaluated by using
the boundm-y condition for the equality of the potentkd in
each slot (eq. (19)) and for the circulation and nonexistence
of sources (eq. (20)). Equation (20) is evahated by applying
Cauchy’s integral theorem to equation (25) to obtain the
required line integral of dwldz. This evaluation gives, about
the positive pole ~,

and about the negative pole —s

[—43)~+1]—ib.(—8)*+1[(—-+=-l]
}

“m (27)
“.-

–2S(1-89 II @-2s* Cos20,+1
g-l

The circulation (eq. (2o)) is determined by setting r equal to
the real parts of equations (26) and (27) while the nonesisb
ence of sources is assured by setting the imaginary parta of
equations (26) and (27) equal to zero. The condition on the
potential (eq. (19)) is satisfied by letting ~=e~ in equation
(14), so as to obtain the velocity along the panel streamline,
which is a convenient streamline to use for the evaluation of
equation (19). Equation (19) then becomes

*

J

~ (ancos nt?-ibn sin nt))dtl
o= u-o (28)

‘“’1 (1–M Cos28+s@&os~ e–cos~ 9,

where the notation J~d indicates integration over a panel.

Separate equations are then obtained, one for each panel.
The constants a. and bs can now-be evaluated by considering
equations (26), (27), and (28) as a set of aimuhmeous equa-
tions in a. and b..

In solving equations (26) to (28) for am,it is observed that
a new constant a= appeara; thus,

m (1—89 m~~. ~ ~1 ~~lJ84–%’ cos 2eg+l 09)
T22

A corresponding-relation between b= and a new constant
I!3.also appears. With the substitution of these new con-
stants an and /3., equation (25)may be written

(30)
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and equations (26), (27), and (28) become, respectively,

m

–PL$O[a~=+’(d”+l)–i~~%n+’(tin-l)]

-+~o{a=(–s)++’[(–s)’n+l]+%(-s)+n+’[(-s)’”-l] }

*

220(q cm nbilll. sinn$) 0?8
o= f —

‘-” (1–2s’0052

Examination of equations (31) shows that a number of
the %’s and ~a’s are equal to zero. This is shown by first
considering the nature of the simuhkmeous equations (31).
The equatirqg of the real and imaginary parts divides the
entire set into two separate sets of simultaneous equations,
one of which involves am’sonly and the other PS’Sonly. When
p is chosen, one of tie sets will be homogeneous whereas the
other set will contain two equations with constant terms
equ’id to —1. Thus, one set of constants becomas equal to
zero whereas the other set has values -whichmay be difbrent
from zero. T?& remaining set of equations can be reduced
by considering the values of the integrals across any one of
the panels and its counterpart which is symmetrically located
with respect to the y-axis. It cm be shown that tbea; in-
tegrals will have the ewne absolute values and the same sign
if n is even but opposite signs if n is odd. The same feature
is also observed in comparing equations (31a) and (31b);

that is, if ~—n+l is odd, then the terms which contain b to

that power will have opposite signs whereas the remaining
terms will have the same signs. By adding or subtracting
equations (3Ia) and (31b) and the equations for the integrals
across each of the symmetrically located panels, the set of
equations in % (or in IL) may be reduced to two new sets,
one of which contains the odd values of n and the other the
even values of n. Again one of these sets is homogeneous,
and one equation of the other set hss a constant term equal
to —] so that all the constants associated with either the
odd values of n or the even values of n will be equal to zero
and the other set will have values which can be diflerent
from zero.

This analysis shows that one of four sets of constants mj,
a2~1,Btj,and psfil can occur, so that four different symmeti-
cd slot configurations are suggested. The possible sym-
metrical configurations which can occur are (csse I) panels
intersecting both axes, (case II) slots intersecting both sxes,
(case III) a panel intersecting the z-axis and a slot intaraect-
ing the y-axis, and (case IV) a slot intersecting the z-axis
and a panel intersecting the y-axis. These conditions are
found to occur when the tunnel hss 4j slots with p equal to
i (case I) or 1 (case H) or 2(2j+l) slots tith p equal to i
(case IH) or 1 (case IV). -Since there are four sets of con-
stants and four difhrent symmetrical slot configurations, it
is to be expected that each set of constants can be associated
with one of the symmetric-d slot configurations. When

(31n)

(31b)

(3lC)
}890HJJCOS9e–cm’00

.,

equations (31) are set up for each of the symmetrical slot
co~rations, the following associations are found to exist:

Csse I (panels intersect@ both axea): the LW,+lset has
vahm different from zero.

Case II (slots intersecting both axes): tie Aj+l set has
values different from zero.

Case lJI (panel intersect@ the z-axis md slot intersecting
the y-&s): the a~,set has values di.flerentfrom zero.

Case IV (slot intersecting the z-axis and panel intersecting
the y-axis): the & set has values different from zero.

Equations (3o) and (31) can now be written by using only
the constants which may have valuea other than zero. How-
ever, equations (30) and (31) can be written in ILmore
symmetrical form H the solution is carried a step further.
The equations for the set of constants that are used for a
given configuration may be written, by using tbe set a’fil as
an example,

—l=a~’YO~+a~7~+ . . . a’j+~70,~j+l

0=a~7~~+q’Y~~+ . . . ajj+~71,2j+~ 1 (32)

O=afl’2~+ a3722+ . . . a2j+~’Y2,2f+l

where the ~’s are the corresponding functions of 09 and s.
Now consider m a matrix the coeflicienta of the right-hhd
side of the equations whose conm%mtterms are equal to zero,
and let Al, &, A5, . . . be equal to the determinants, re-
spectively, which remain after the column that corre9poncls
to the number 2j+ 1 of the constant A’fil is removed. Then,
using Cramer’s rule,

A,
J*=AiYOl—A8Y@+ . . . (–0’Azj+lYo,zj+l

with corresponding equations for the remaining
a2j+1.

When the solution for each constant (eq. (33))
tuted into equation (30), it can be -written

(3a)

values of

is substi-

pl
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where j(z) is determined by one of the following equations,
the choice depending upon the symmetry of the desired dot
configuration:

For case I, or panels intersecting both axes,

For case H, or slots intersecting both axes (note that in this
case as well es in case IV, B has the same relation to B as A
has to a in the demonstrated case),

For cnse III, or a panel intersecting the z-axis and a slot
intersecting the ~-axis,

m+l
T
~ (–l)Q12jz*~’(#+1)

f (2)=;;!’ (35C)

& (–l)j.2js*~1(8~+l)
{=0

For case IV, or a slot intersecting the z-de and a panel
intereecting the y-axis,

m+2
T ‘2fi’(zw)‘ix (—l)mjza

m)= *2 (35d)

PO (–1)j&8*W’(8ti-1)

The constants A,fil, .&l, A,,, and B,j are determined from
the following matrices in the manner discussed in the mate-
rial following equation (32). The matrix for case I is

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

J

e%1 COBedo d
2
:, ~’@) “ ...e

—

(36a)

where

M)=(l-2J32 cm %+s9 :: /cos’ e–cod e,

The matrix for case II is

[ ~

—

s

O,a~o&

J

8, sin 30&

J
()

#*sin ;+1 60%

% f2(o % .l$(e) “ “ “ 0, -m

J
e,s~ti~

‘$ fz(f$ “ ““” .
. . ... .

... .

. . ... .

s
%11sin e a

:’ f’@) “ ... .
0

—
where

.fZ(e)=(l-wCos2e+89 :: Jcos’ eo–cos’ e

The matrix for case IIt is -

J:% J:.w;:;ti~~~J:IcOs$~’)i

s–
~cu
&fl(e) . .“” .

. ...
...

. ...

J–

O“p &

O:-lm) . . . . .

where

jl(e)=(l-w Cos20+8? >: Jcos’e–cos’eo

The matrix for case IV is
\

@6b)

36c)

. . . ..

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

J

8:.-1 sin 20 dtl

E-* f’@~ . . . . .
&

(36d)
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where

f,(e) =(l–ti Cos20+8’) y, J30s’e,-cos%

Solution for symmetrically loaded wings.+pmetricdly
loaded wings can be assumed to be made up of vortex pairs
of circulation –d’ and d’. Since the circulation can be
expressed as I’~(@ where r~isthe circulation at the point
z= O, the strength of each pair becomes

This value of”the circulation may be substituted intc equa-
tion (34) to give the contribution of each elemental vortex
to the total flow. It is then necwsarytointegrate the equation
over the entire span to obtain the flow, or

(38)

where (dw/dz)Nis the complex veloci~ of the nonuniformly
loaded wing, and (dw/dz)u is the complex velocim (eq. (34))
of the uniformly loaded wing with z substituted for s and
a cinxilation of unity.

Corrections for interference due to lift.-The interference
complex-velocity field at the far-downstream position is
detemnined by subtracting the complax velocity of the free
field from the complex veloci~ of the constrained fie.1’d,or

(39)

A useful parameter which indicaka the eilect of slotting a
tunnel is the ratio of the interference of that tunnel to the
interference of a closed tunnel. This parameter, which is
the swne at the far-downstream position as at the model
and which will be called the quality factor k, can be expressed
mathematically as follows:

dw m’
z%@7)

‘= dwc , i.m
(40)

where dmJdz is the ccnpplex velocity of the closed-
tunnel ccniiguration.

Once the values of k are determined as a function of the
semispan 8 for a spefic tunnel, the interference can be cal-
culated. It is shown in reference 7 that the interference on
the lift oan be qmssed as an angle which may be added
to the measured angle of attack to obtain the true or fiee-
flight angle of attack. Reference 7 gives the correction
angle in radians as

8SCL
,cl.—

c
(41)

-where6 is a factor which is determined from the geometry
of the tunnel cor@uration, S’ is the wing area, C the tunnel
mea, and CL the lift coeftkient. Also horn reference 7, the
increment which must be added to the measured drag to

obtain the correct drag is

m.=+ (42)

In the case of the slotkd tunnel, it is convenient to um tho
quality factor k and then express the two corrections as

and

(43)

(44)

where L$can be determined from the literature on lift inter-
ferenm of closed tunnels.

Solution and interference quali~ faotors for tunnels with
cross seotions other than circular,-The solution of the wrdl-
interference problem for tunnels having cross sections other
than circular can be obtained by following the method of
paragraph 14.6, reference 8. This method requires that a
function z=~(~) be found which will conformably transform
the interior of the tunnel cross section in the z-plane into
the interior of the unit circle ]r[=l in the t-plane. It is
also necesmwy that ~’(t) dow not vanish or beoome fiite
in the unit circle I~1= 1. The complex velocity of the
tunnel in the z-plane is then

dw dt—.
‘–w=d{ dz

(46)

In the function dw/d~ of equation (45), the 8J8 which de-
termine the slot edges of the t-plane are the transformed
values of the slot edges in the z-plane and the values of 1in
the ~-plane are also determined from the transformations of
the points 8 in the z-plane. Once these values are deter-
mined for the trawformed tunnel in the t-plane, the velocity
field dw/d~ in the r-plane maybe computed. The velocities
in the z-plane may then be computed by equation (46).

The interference and the quality factor may now- be de-
duced horn equation (46). Subtracting the free field from
the complex velocity given in equation (45) gives for tho
interference velocity

(46)

The interference for any tunnel can be detwnined from this
equation; however, in mmy WCS,the we of a qufiti factor
may be more convenient. The quality factor for this class
of tunnels can be written

(47)

w-heredwJd{ represents the complex velocity of the trans-
formation of the closed tunnel in the ~-plane.

A simplification of equation (47) can be made in case the
transformation j(f) may be approximated by ct for points
near the center of the tunnel. If 8 is sticiently small, its
value in the {-plane may therefore be represented by s= cl,
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where 1 represents the distance to the point which locates
the transformation of the tip vortex in the “~-plane. Sub-
stituting these approximations into equation (47) gives for
the quality factor:

(48)

Equation (48) shows that the quality factor near the center
of the original tunnel in the z-plane is approximately equal
to the quality factor of the corresponding circular tunnel
in the ~-plane. Thus, to obtain the interference, only the
quality factor of the circular tunnel needs to be computed,
provided the interference of the original closed tunnel is
known and the approximation Z=CZis valid throughout the
region in which the model is located.

APPLICATIONSOF THEORYTO VARIOUSTUNNZIS

Two slots located symmetrically across the x-axis.-Tun-
11els which have two slots located symmetrically across the
w axis (fig. 2(a)) are treated under case IV. Thus, their
complex velocity field may be expressed by equation (34)
and equation (35d) where ~ takes the values Oand 1. Siuce
tho integrals across the two panels are identically zero, the
matrix of the integrals has no meaning and hence is not used.
With these considerations the complex velocity may now
be written

The wall interference is determined by subtracting the
complex velocity for the free field from equation (49), or

dw, “
[

(1–Z4)~84–~ COS26,+1 _l—=—
dz & (1–&s’)4z4–2& Cos 20,+1 1 (50)

The quality factor k is determined by dividing equation (5o)
by the closed-tunnel interferenm which is

tir
[

(1–s9(l+&)_1
-r(z%~ 1—2??2 I (51)

or

(52)

This function can be written

#-&/s’ ’282 COS2&+l-(1-&8?~Z4-2& COSM1+l

(2–s93124–22 Cos28,+1
(53)

The effects of the slots on the interference along the span of
the model me obtained by substituting z for z; then,

/:=(l–dJs’ –W coB2e,+l-(1-z%9J?#-21+ Cos20,+1
(&–&/d–2& Cos2e,+l

(54)

(o)

(c)

(e)

eI

(9)

(q case Iv;
2 slots, p=l.

(o) C-I;
4j slots, p=i.

(e) C= III;
2(2j+ 1) slots, p=i.

(g) Single slot.

b)

(d)

(f)

00

f-b
(b)

(d

(f)

case III;
2 slots, p-i.
case II;
4j slots, p= 1.
case rv;
2(2j+ 1) slo~ p= 1.
Single slot.

FIGURE 2.—Varioue symmetrical slot configurations investigated for the
lift interference.

If z and s me sufficiently smti~so that the approximation

4X4-22 Cos201+1=1–2 Cos2914 sing201

is valid, then

~2 Cos2&—2&—(a9+&3in2 201
2—2a? Cos201+24sins201

(55)

The quality factor is seen to be insensitive to values of either
z or s, so that for this tunnel with relatively small models
(s=0.25 or leas) the effect of slotting the tunnel on the lift
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of any model may be obtained by multiplying the closed-
tunnel interference for that model by the slotted-tunnel
quality factor.

Pistolesi (ref. 5) show-sthat the interference quality factor
for this tunnel with a vortex doublet in the center is, in the
notation of this report, cos 2131. Equation (55) reduces to
the ssme value when z and 6 are set equal to zero.

Two slots located symmetrically across the y-axis,-Tun-
nels which have two slots located symmetrically across the
y-axis (fig. 2(b)) are treated under case IIJ. (see eq. (35c)).
Thus, their complex velocity may be expressed by equation
(34) titi ~(z) given by expression (35c), so that it can be
written

dw_ —tir(l-8q.@—w Cos2&+l[2A&—AJl+z9]
=T(&-@(l-z?s9&4–2& Ccs2’e,+l[2A&-A2(l +891

(56)

where & and Aj are determined from the matrix (36c) and
are

J

e~
Ao= Cos240%

(57)
-@l(1—!2&(XM 28+89 COS*8-COS*81

A,=
J

% 0%
(58)

-@l(1’~ COS ~+8’) COS*%CS%I

If z and 8 are considered small, the complex velocity of
this field may be approximated by

dwI @ @#–2A~+(l-8’)(A2-Mo~ cos 201 ~bo)—= —
dz F (A,–2A&!?3(l-z%F)

from which the quality factor becomes approxinmtely

~=@#–2AJ+(1-S9(L4rtiOZ7 COS %1

A,–2AQ# (60)

which reduces for Z=S= Oto

* 2./40
–Z+cos 201 (61}

This quali~ factor is the same as the one presented in
reference 5, with the necewmy change of sign to adapt it to
the notation of this report.

!thumel with 4j slots looated symmetrically with respeot
to the x- and y-axes.-Tunnels with 4j slots located sym-
metrically with respect to the z- and y-wws can have oithor
the symmetry of csse I (eq. (35a), fig. 2(c)), if ponds inter-
sect both axes, or of csse II (eq. (35b), fig. 2(d)), if slots
intersect both axes. Thus, the complex velocity can be
expr-ed by equation (34) withj(z) given by either equation
(35a) or (35b), depending on the desired slot configuration.
& an example, the complex velocity for a tunnel containing
four slots with panels intersecting both ams may be written

a’w (’7–&?rO-8’) ~1~84–2& COS209+1)@12(&+1)–~3(#+1)]
-

c

(62}
‘z 7r(&-tF)(l —Z&) @-2d Cos209+1)L48V+1)—A8(80+1)]

where Al and & are determined from equation (36a) and
are expressed m

J

e~
Al= Cos w d?

-8’ (l-& Cos 28+89 alJde-cos’e
(63a)

and

J
A,= “ cos ede

‘e’@–~’ COS 20+89 &l.@3S’&_C0.&6, ‘63b)

If the tunnel contains eight slots with panels intersecting
both axes,

dw ‘&r(l—8’) & ~.S4-2.SzCOS~0+1
g-l

r x
T (&—s~(l — Z?&) i 4z4—2i# Cos‘249.+1

u-l

A,z4(&+l)-A,&(zO+ l)+A#O+l)
A,s4(#+l)–A& (se+l)+A,(s’O+l) (64)

where Al, &, and A5 are equsl to the determinants remsining
when the first, second, and third columns, respectively, are
removed from the following matrix:

W% ere

+I(fl)=(l-w 430s20+s9 ~114COS2O—cosx& (66b)

II the tunnel contains 12 slots with panels intersecting
both axes,

dw
—im (1—s9 ~11#-28* cos 2ea+ 1

e. x

‘z T (d—d) (1—Z&) ti 424—22 COB209+1- -
g-1

A,zO(&+l)-A,z’(#+ l)+A,& (z’0+1)–A,(z’4+1)
A,s8(d+l)–As84(s’+ l)+As.# (8’”+ 1)–A7(s’4+1)

(66)

where Al, As, A, and AT are equal to the determinants
remaining when the first, second, third, or fourth columns,
respectively, are removed from the following matrix:

p

0,~s g~

J

8, Cos 3g&

J

e, Cos~dlj

s

8, Cos7/3@
-.9, fl @) -% f,@) -% .fI@) —-% f,(e) 1

((374
where

_fl(e)=(l–%’COS %+S’) g~l~COSz bCOS2 & (67b)
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If the slots me of equal width and evenly spaced, equatiou
(62), (64), and (66) can be simplified by substituting the
terms

~1 –2P Cos2ol+.&
rmd

41—2P Cos23,+-
for the multiple products in equations (62), (64), and (66),
and

w
for the multiple products in equations (63a), (63b), (65b),
and (67b). With these substitutions the limits of the
integrals in tbe second row of the matrix (65a) are changed to

&l for the lower limit and ~+dl for the upper limit, and

those of the second and third rows in the matrix (67a) are

%11 and &l for the lower limits and ~+dl andchanged to o

~+dl for the upper limits.

The interference in these tunnels is obtained by computing
the velocity and subtracting the free-field velocities, then
dividing by ~ since the computed fields are for a great
distance downstream and (see ref. 6) the interference veloci-
ties at the model are one-half those downstremn.

Tannels with 2(2j+ 1) slots located symmetioally with
respect to both axes.-Tunnels with 2(2j+l) slots located
symme~~y ~~ r~pect ~ fie Z- and y-u= can have the
symmetry of slot location of either case III (expr~ion (35c),
fig. 2 (e)), with a panel intercepting the z-axis and a slot
intercepting the y-axis, or of case IV (expression (35d),
fig. 2 (f)), with a slot intercepting the z-axis and a panel
intercepting the y-axis. Thus, the complex velocity may
be exprwsed by equation (34) with j(z) given by either
equation (35c) or (35d), depending upon the desired con-
figuration. As examples of this class and of the simplifi-
cation due to evenly spaced slots of equal width, the complex-
veloci~ fields for tunnels containing six evenly spaced
slots of equal width can be written for case III, where
panels are on the z-axis,

dw_ —id?(l —s9@-%a COS601+ [z~oi—Aid(~+l)+A4(~+l)]
(68)

‘—@-#)(l ’28? ~~ –2# COS60,+1 [2A@4–A#(84+1)+A4(S’+ 1)]

where Ao) A2, and ~ are evaluated horn the following matrix
by Jhe same methods used in equation (64):

.

J

e, ~

J

‘1 Cos 20d
J

@lc4X34ed49

.0,,77 -e, j,(o) -e, fl(O 1

where

jl(e)=(l —24?200s 2e+89 ~cosa 3e—cos*3e~

For case N (fig. 2 (f)), where slots are on the z-axis,

dw_ ‘Zkr(l-89 #2-%’ COS601+1 [&&(#-1)-–~4(’&l)]

~—T(Z?-~(l — &&) ~Z12—2Z! COS 6191+1[B&(84-1)-B4(@-1)]

where .& and .BZare determined from equation 36 (d) and
are espressed as

J

+8,
B,= ~,

sin2edd
(1–28’ COS20+8~~COS2301–COS’30

(ila)

and

J

&e,
Bj= ~,

sin 40(%3
(1–%# COS2fl+89@S2 36,–COS’30

(71b)

The interferences are determined as in the previous
sections.

Equations (68) and (70) may be extended to 10, 14, . . .
4j+2 slots in the same manner that equation (62) was ex-
tended to include 8 and 12 slots.

Single slot looated symmetrically across the x-axis,-Since
tunnels which have a single slot located symmetrically
across the z-axis (fig. 2 (g)) contain an odd number of slots,
summation (17) rather than (11) must be used in equation
(14), which, when expressed for a single slot, becomes

(69b)

(70)

Equation (72) may be rewritten, with several modhications
after substituting z=ew, as

h (Z&(l+z)+al(l+a+i[boz( l-z)+z)l(l-a]
r v (+@(l–d8?Jl–2z CosO,+&

(73)

The constants in this case must be evaluated from the
circulation about the poles at 8 and —8 and the nonexistence
of sources at those points, as the potential condition is
automatically satisiied because the potential is constant
acros9 a single slot. The circulation and nonexistence of
sourcw (eqs. (27) and (28)) may be expressed about the
poles aa

r+_2T~{@(l+~)+@ ~+~+i[&S(l–8)+b@fi] } ~4a
@%O-89~1-28 COSOl+d

and about the pole —8 as

r+ti=%ri{Q&8)(l–8) +a,(l+z9+i[bo(-47) (l+8)+b,(l-s$)] }

I@–28)~-8wl+28 COS 81+#

(74b)
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If there are tobe no sources at the poles, u must equal zero. It may be seen from inspection that % and % are equal to
zero and that 60and bl have solutions othar than zero. When these solutions for 60 and 61 are substituted into equation
(73), it becomes

dw_ —id’
~–%r (23-83 (l-&#) 3h–2Z 00S6,+2? {

[8(1+8)~1–ti (30S0,+8’+8(1–8)~1+2.s COS0,+82] z (l–z)+

[–(l–&) J1+28 CosO,+d+(l+sq J1–28 CosO1+s’] (1–q
}

(75)
.

The interference velocity is determined as before by subtracting the free-field veIocity –im/~(&–d); hence, the inter-
ference complex velocity is

dwI_ +.8r
=–28. (2?-8?(1–Z!V)41–2Z Coso,+& {

[8(1+8) J1–28 Cose,+d+s (1–s) J1+28 ma 0,+s’] z (l–2)+

[O+a 41–28 Cos&+@-(1-@ 41+28 CosO,+&l0–2$)-% (1-z%)41–22 CosO,+&
}

(76)

The quality factor k is deth ed by dividing equation (76) by the closed-tunnel interference velocityj which is

—i.sl?/~(1 —.z%). After performing this operation and combining a number of terms, the quality factor k may be written

L
1

“–% (d–~ J1–2z cos 01+2?
[(1+8) (l-Z) (Z+8) (1+.zg) ~1–% COSOl+L#-(l-S) (1-z) (2–8) (1–~) ~1+% COS6,+8g-

28(l-&#) J1–2Z CosO,+&] (77)

This factor can be checked by letting 0,=0°, which represents a closed tunnel, for which k can be shown to be equal to +1;
and if 01=180°, which represents the open tunnel, then k can be shown to be equal to —1.

Equation (77) can be considerably simp~ed by using the
following approximations, in which z (ors) is assumed to be
small with respect to 1:

2sin=8141—2Z Cos131+d=l-z Cos8,+2 ~

and

~sin*01
41+28 (30S61+8%+8 COS &+8 ~

After multiplication and edlection of terms, equation
simplifieswith the use of equations (78) and (79) to

Cos01
k= -W-ZF+82FH1

l–zcoso1+2y

(78)

(79)

(77)

(80)

If terms of the order @ and higher &e eliminated, equation
(80) may be approximated with

.
k=+ {1–2 COS&-COSg6,+2[2#+(2-cOS @ &l’ (?J}

(81)

Equation (81) shows that the interference of this tunnel haz
an odd function component along the ~axis which will
produce a variation in the eilective angle of attack that will
cause the model to have a rolling moment. Since wrtension
of flow fields of this type (amodd number of slots symmetri-
cally located with respect to the z-axis) to greater numbers of
slots will not eliminate the odd powers of z, the rolling

moments will continue tQ exist. It is therefore to be con-
cluded that tunnels containing an odd number of slots
symmetrically located with respect to the x-axis introduce
an extraneous moment into the data.

Single slot located symmetrically aoross the y-axis,-l?or
tunnels which have a single slob located symmetrically
across the y-axis (@. 2(h)) summation (17) is again used
rather than (11) because of the odd number of slots. This
summation when used in equation (16) results in the proper
slot symmetry, and the complex veloci~ can therefore be
expr~ed as

(82)

Since Z=e”, the complex velocity may be rewritten after
substitution and combining various terms as

@“=(l+i) [aoz(l+z)+a, (l+d)+boiz(l-z) +b,i(l-d)] (83)
dz 2(#+) (1—-ZW)J1—2iz sin 01—&

The constants ~, al, bo, and b, must now be evaluated
from the circulation about each of the poles and the condition
of continuity. The two conditions about each pole may be
expressed as

r+ez~~(l+~ [ad (l+d+al (l+d)+boti (1–8)+ bIi(l–89]

48(1’89 J1 —2’i8sin cl—d

(84a)
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about the pole s and

_r+w=27ri(l+i)[-@ (l-s) +al(l-&)-ZiOi.@+ s)+6li(l+@)]
–48 (1-#)41+2i&l Sin01–t?

(84b)

about the pole —s. The strength u must equal zero in order
to satisfy the condition of nonexkn%nce of SOW*. In
order to simplify the rationalization of equations (84), the
following substitutions are made:

c+iD=41-8’+2ti ain 01

&iD=~~-8*-2b ~ 81
Also let

J.41=al@(l+s)+al (l+8?

A,=– Q#(l-8)+@ (1–81

&=bti(l–8)+b,(l–@)

B,=–kl(l+s)+bl (l+&)

}

(85a)

(85b)

The four simuh%meousequations (84) can now be written,
after rationalizing the denominator,

A=R.P. (1–i) ((?+iD) (A,+iBJ

0=1.P. (1–~ (6’+iD) (A,+iBJ

A=R.P. (1–i) (GiD)(A,+iBJ

0=1.P. ~–i) (O–ill) (A,+iBJ

which may be restated m

A=A,(C+D)+B,(O–D)

O=–A, (GD)+Bl(O+D) 1

A=A,(O–D)+l?,(O+D)
/

(86)

(87)

0=–A,(C+D)+13,(C-D) J

If Al and BI are determined from the fit two and A, and
Bs from the last two of equations (87), it may be seen that

A(C+~)=A,=w(l+s)+q(l+fi
2(U’+D’)

A(U–D) _A2= 1 (88a)

2(0’+D9
–@l(l-s)+al(l-d)

42-II) –~ –~ (1–8)+/), (1–+
=– ‘– d

1

(&3b)A(C+D) –B,=–6&(l+8)+b,~+a
2(C’+D3

Equatione (88a) when solved for aOand % and equations
(88b) when solved for bOand b, give

(89a)
~ (O+D) (1–87–(0–~) (l+@)

‘= C’+D2 48(1–s9

A (C+ D)8(1–8)+(C–D)8 (1+8)
‘=02+D2 48(1-s9 (89b)

A, .(o+D) (l–@)-(C-D) (1+~=–% (89c)
b,=–P+Di

48(1–89

A (C+D)S(l–8)+(C–D) 8(1+8)=%
bl=w 4S(1–89 (89d)

Equations (89) may be simplified to

2A (D–C?@)
~=–b”=4 (C’+D’)8 (1–s9

2A8 (C–DS)
%=bl=4(@+D~8(l–89

(90n)

(90b)

Letting G= –bO and G=61, the complex velocity equrdiion
(83) may be rewritten

dw_ 2[z(G+@~+@z’+uJ]
z–2(2–#) (1–z’441-2iz sin o~–d (91)

Substituting for ~ and ~ tim equations (90) gives

dw_ti { zD–@+8(0-&)z’1+ i[s(&D4+(D-O@ z’1]
z— 4(C’+D’)S(l-89 (z’-&) (1—2f141-2{z sin e~—z’

(92)
Now it maybe ehown that

A=–% 0–89 (C’+D~ (93)

so that

dw r z[(D-c@+8(c-Ds) zq+i[8(c–Ds)+(D –cs9 q—.- —
dz T (&–b’)(1-z’b~~l-2iz sine,-&

(94)
where

0+iD=~l-s’+2ti ti el

The interference velocity is obtained by subtracting –is r/~(&@, so that

h, tir—.—
{

8(C—D8)+(D-C85) Z’-;Z p—Cl#+8(c-Ds)zq _ ~
dz ~(&—8~ S(l—Z?FJ l—2izsine*-# }

(95)
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Now divide by the closed-tunnel interference to obtain the quality factor, so that

‘hr 8(C—~8)+(~—@)~-~Z [~ —C#+8(U—~8)d—8(1 —d~~l —2~ZSh61—#

k=
7(23-++) S(l-zv) l—2izsin13-2 (96)

–tir (l–@@+~_l
~ [ 1—2?81 1

or

k=@-Ds)+@ ‘@)@—~Z [D—@’+8(&D8)~—8(1 —#~~1—2~ZS~ fk&’
(w)

8(~—8?~l—2<Z Sk 01— ~

The interference quality factor at the center of the tunnel
may be examined by letting z=O; then

k_c–.D;-l .
(98)

From the evaluation of the constants, equation (94),

c=~l–~ mS 201+8400S4 (99)

D=~l–28%0S 201+84Si.U# (loo)
Whem

** ‘m-’ e
(101)

When .s is small, equation (98) may be simplified by &at
a~proximating C and D. These approximations me, for
small valuea of 8,

(?=l-; (Cosz!tl,+sid OJ (lo2)

D=s sin & (lo3)

When the valuea for C and D given in equations (102) and
(103) are substituted into equation (98), it becomes

COS~el
k=sin 0,+7 (104)

This equation also checks with the resultsgiven in reference
5, with the usual change in sign to conform with the notation
of thisreport.

Lift interference of rectangular tunnels.-’l%e function
which transforms a rectangular tunnel into a circular tunnel
is given in paragraph 14.8, referenca 8, as

(105)

where an ~) dn ~> and cn ~ are Jacobian elliptic functions

of z and h/2 is deiined by

hKK’e——.
2ah (106)

where K and iK’ are the quarter periods and a and h me the
breadth and height of the tumnel. (See para~phs 14.7 and
14.8 of ref. 8 for further information concerning these func-
tions.)

If a and h are given, then K, K’, and m, the squared
modulus (seeref. 8, paragraph 14.8), are uniquely determined.

Once the constants, K, K’, and m are det&mined, the slot
location and the half-span length 1 may be computed.
First, consider slots which are located on the top and bottom
of the tunnel (see fig. 1(b)). In reference 8, paragraph 14,8,
it is shown that the top of the tunnel may be expressed by

.
z=z+~ or Xz=kG+iK’. It is also shown that tho trans-

formati~n (105) may also be expressed

r’=
l—cnkz

l+cn Xz

so that the equation for the top of the
the ~-plane,

~=l–cn@+iKg
l+cn(kz+x’)

(107)

tunnel becomes, in

(108)

From reference 8, paragraph 14.8, cn(kz+iK’) is equal to
—ml%s ikc, which will, for convenience, be called ip. Now,
on the circle,

p=&ie_l–@
—Kp (109)

and if the real and imaginary portions are separated,

(110)

or

The O.’s of the circular tunnel in the ~-plane are determined
from the above equations by the locations of the slot edges
z, in the z-plane (see@. 1(b)).

If the slots are on the side of the tunnel, a similar wmlysis

starting with z=~iy or AZ= K+iAy will show that

2i~l–m sd (Ay,rn) 2~~ ad (Xyj1–m)
‘m “=l+(l-m) [ad (zl~,m)]’=l+(l–m) [ad (Ay, l–m)]z

& before, equation (112) may be used
0.’8 when the slot edges are functions of y.

The value of 1is given in reference 8 as

~=l—cnkb
l+cnkb

(112)

to determine tho

(113)

With 1and the 0.’8 lmown, the complex velocity of the tunnel
in the ~-plane may now be computed, and the interference
may be detemnined from equation (46).
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The calculation of the interference for rectmgnlar tunnels
may be simplified by applying the conclusion following
equation (48), which states that the quality factor of the
transformed tunnel is approximately equal to the quality
factor of the original tunnel, provided the transformation
function can be approximated with z=c~. Equation (105)
is shown in reference 8, paragraph 14.8, to be approximately
equal, to ~= Az/2; hence the conclusion following equation
(48) is valid for rectangular tunnels. Thus, it is neccsmry
only to determine the quality factor for the transformed
tunnel and to apply it to the correction for the fully closed
rectangular tunnel (see ref. 8, paragraph 14.8, for this
correction) to obtain the correction for the corresponding
slotted rectangular tunnel.

Ciroular tunnels having general slot oon.tlgurations.—
Ilquation (16) is used to obtain the Compl= velocity for a
configuration which contains a general slot distribution.

Equation (16) may be written

where p has the same definition as given for equation (25).
If z is substituted for o by using the relation z=e~, equation
(114) becomes

Equation (115) may be reduced to

dw P[@+~+ i~l(l—~] ~~o(%+@n)(z—l)=-n(z+ l)”i”

z’
2(2?-3(1-2%?9 El

~~
(116)

The constants q bl, cq, al, . . . am,and /30,PI, . . . & me dettied in the same manner as w= used for the sym-
metrical slot configurations; that is, the circulation about both poles is equal to r, the source strength u is zero, and-the
potential in each slot is equal ta zero. The conditions on the circulation and source strength maybe deterinined from the
line integral about the poles s and –s. For the pole ats,

2~~P[@(l+a+ ~~lo—ml 5 (%+@J@ —s)”-”0+s)”2’(—1 )”-”
r+k= n~o

~
48(1—8931 t(s+l)-(s-1) cot~

and for the pole at —s,

2~~P[%o+s?+~h(l-s315 (%+@J@+s)”-”(l—s) ”z=(—l)=-”
r+ti= n-o

::1~
4S(1-89 ~ 4—S)+(1+8) COt~

The condition on the potential in each slot maybe determined horn integrating the velocity over each panel, -or

J

[ 1(~Cos8+61a on~o(a,+a) cot’;L7i7
o=

r’- (1–2s’Cos2e+s9 H , cot~cot~

The constants %, bl, ao, al, . . . ~, and 190, A, . . . A

are determined from the solution of the set of simultaneous
equations (117). Once the constants are determined, the
complex velocity may be determined, and the interference
may then be computed in the same manner as was used for
the various symmetrical cases

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

INTEIIPERRNCEQUALrrYFACTOBSFORSEVERALCIRCULARTIJNNEM
WITHSYMMETRICALLYLOCATED,EVENLYSPACEDSLOTS

The quality factors for circular tunnels conttig various
symmetrically located, evenly spaced slots of equal length
and wirqiy of very smd span (8+0) are given in figure 3.
The curves for tunnels that havo panels across the z-axis and

413672-G7-25

(l17a)

(l17b)

(117C)

contain 4, 8, or 12 slob are calculated from the formula

k=
J ()81 Cos :+1 e0?8

A=z=%’-
- ~1 ‘S(wd

(lIg)

uo
~nz s mO1

Cos — 9—COS —2 2
where 8 is defined in iigure 1 and m is the number of slots.
Equation (118) may be derived by considering the value of
equation (34), expressed for symmetrically located, evenly
spaced slots of equal width, when 8 an~ z are equal to zero.
It is Go the negative of the relation given in re%rence 5 for
the same tunnel configurations, the minus sign being used to
conform -withthe notation of this report.
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Ihmm 3.-Quality faohxs for smalkpan wings (8+0) in oircnlar
tunnels containing various nurnbem of evenly spaced slots of equal
length.

An analysis of figure 3 shows that, for all configurations
except the one with two slots acrow the z-axis, only a small
percentage of the tunnel wall must be opened in order to
obtain no interference at the center of a small model and
that the amount of opening required rapidly becomes smaller
when the number of slots is increased. It is also noted that
the change in quality factor is very rapid at the null-intsr-
ference condition, so that an accurate estimate of the inter-
ference is diflicult.

The importance of slot location in determining the quality
factor is indicated by the large divergence of the two curves
for tunnels conttig two slots. It can be shown, however,
by comparing the quality-factor functions for the conditions
of slots across the x- and ‘y-mea and panels across the z- and
y-axes, that as the number of slots increases, the quality
factors will approach each other. Since the quality factors
approach each other, it may be wrpected that the quality-
factor curves for tunnels containing 8 or 12 evenly spaced
slots of equal length will be approximately correct for any
slot location. Thus, the quality factor should be approxi-
mately correct, even though the model is rolled in the tunnel.

VARIATIONOFQUALITYFA(XOBWITHSPANOFMODEL

The eilect of model span on the quality factor k at the
center of several slotted tunnels is shown in iigure 4. Exam-
ination of the curve9 shows that the quality factor is fairly
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FIGURE 4.—Variation of the quality faotor at the center of the model
with the span of the modeL

constant over an appreciable range of spans, in that it does
not vary more than 10 percent for spans of 0.5 to 0.6 of the
tunnel diameter or width. The quality factor for the tunnel
conttig two slots is seen to vary more, in that tho quality
factor changes 0.10 for a change in the span from zero to 0,46
of the tunnel diameter. The quality factor of the single slot,
however, is seen to remain fairly constant regardless of span.

The spamvise variations of the quality factor for a modol
with a span of 0.75 of the tunnel diameter is shown in figure 6.
This figure shows that the quality factor for the turds con-
taining 8 or 12 slots is about 0.3 larger at the wing tips than
it is at the center, whereas for the tunnel containing two slots
it decreases about 0.6. These changes indicate that the
spanwise change in k can depend upon the boundary condi-
tion at the intersection of the wall and z-axis; that is, if a
panel intersects the z-d, k will become larger, and if a slot
intersects the z-axis, k willbecome smaller. Such a tendency
would be diflicult to prove, however, so that cm analysis of
the variation in k for any particular tunnel would require a
computation of k along the span for that model. These
variations in k also indiwte that the lift corrections for a
model with a span as great as 0.75 of the tunnel diameter can
be roughly approximated by using the value of k at the center
of the tunnel; howevar, a more accurate correction would
involve the use of an average value fork as well as an average
of the load over the span.
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FmunB 5.—Vmiation of the quality factor along the span in several
tunnels containing equally spaced, symmetrically looated slote of
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A rhurk of the observations made from figures 4 and 5
indicates that, for these specific slot configurations at least,
tlie quality factors for tunneIs containing 8 or 12 slots, pro-
vided they are symmetrically located, equally spaced, and
of equal length, are more nearly constant throughout a
greeter portion of the central region of the tunnel than are
the quality factors in tunnels containing two slots. The
fact that the quality factor is moderately constant even at
spans of 0.75 permits the correction for lift interference to
be made by computing the interference of the closed tunnel
having the same cross section and then multiplying that
interference by the quality factor for the center of the slotted
tunnel.

QUALITYFACTORS IN TUNNELS CONTAINING A SINGLE SLOT

The variation of the quality factor with percentage of
wall open in a tunnel containing a single slot symmetrically
located with respect to the z-axis is show-nin equation (80)
and in figure 6 to be somewhat different from those previ-
ously studied in that k is greater on the half-span of the
wing which points toward the panel and is smaller on the
side which points toward the slot. This variation of k means
that a spcmwiee variation in angle of attack exists which
wotid cnuse the model to roll. Thus, a tunnel of this type,

‘ that is, a single slot symmetrically located with respect to
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FImrm 6.—Quality factom for a tunnel containing a single slot with a
model of span equal to one-half the tunnel diameter.

the x-axis, has interferences which are more diflicult to cor-
rect for because of the introduction of an unnecess~ roll-
ing moment into the measured data

This rolling moment does not exist, however, if the slot
is symmetrically located with respect to the y-axis. It is
shown in equation (97), however, that the induced velocities
m.11not be normal to the span but will have a small compo-
nent along the span. Such a component should not affect
the total forces seriously, since it would not affect the totnl
induced velocity. However, the effects of this component
should perhaps be considered in the treatment of load dis-
tributions along the span. Thus, the pecukritkx of the in-
terference effects of tunmds containing a single slot symmeb
rically located with respect to either axis indicate that its
effects will be more di.flicultto correct.

If the equations for the single-slot case are extended to a
larger odd number of evenly spaced, equal-width slots, it
can be expected that both the rolling moment and the cross
flows will become smaller because the walls create a more
uniform interference field at the model.

EFFECTS OF COMPRWL91131LITY ON THE CORRECTIONS

It is shown in reference 9 that the lift due to compressible
flow can be corrected in exactly the same manner w though
the flow were incompressible. Thus, neither the k nor the ~

of equations (43) and (44) is a function of compressibility.
Since the arguments used in referenm 9 are based on sub-
sonic linearized compressible flow, it may be expected that
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corrections can be made for the critical or slightly higher
Ifach numbers.

APPLICABUJTXOPTEZTHEORY

Several of the differences between the idealized and the
actual problem are those due to viscosity-, which causes a
mixing region in the neighborhood of the slot rather than
the assumedconstant pressuresurface which divides the high-
velocity tunnel air and the stagnant tank air. Since the
mising region involves various complicated phenomena such
as turbulence, velocity gradients, separation at the outer
slot edges, and differences in boundary conditions in diflermt
slots depending upon the direction of flow through the slots,
it is very likely that its effects on the lift interference will
have to be determined from analysis of experimental data
(for examp~e,ref. 10).

Another effect of viscosity which becomes important if
the slots are narrow and deep is the friction on the air as it
flows through the slots. Since the fiction reduces the
amount of flow through the slots, they will effectively be-
come narrower, so that the quality factor may be expected
to become larger.

The possibility also exists that, in an actual tunnel, the
preesures may not be equaI in d the slota and the slot
pressures may not be equal to the pressure in the tank. It
would be expected that if the difbrence between the pres-
sure in the slot and that in the tank muses more flow through
the slot than occurs in the ideal tunnel, the sIot will effec-
tively be wider and if the difference decreases the flow, the
slot w-ill effectively be narrower. Thus, the actual quality
factor will depend upon the effective slot widths B-Sdeter-
mined by the measure increments.

Other di.llerencesoccur because a practical tunnel cannot
be constructed like the ideaI tunnel. These d.ifferenceain-
volve finite slot lengths, variable-width slots, and lips on the
slot edges. In considering the effects of iinite slot lengths,
it seems reasonable to assume that those effects shouId be no
more serious than the efbts of a finite-length open tunnel.
In reference 11, it is shown that the theoretical Jift corrections
for an infinitely long open tunnel are adequate, provided the
model is located a distance of at least one-half the tunnel
height from the entrance and exit regions. Therefore, if the
slot configuration is such that the width is constant over a
section whose length is at least equal to tunnel height, the
theoretical corrections should be adequate even though the
slot width may vary c.onsidarablyoutside that region. The
effect of lips on the slots may be shown qualitatively by
comparing the pressure gradients of the two type5 of slot
configurations, that is, with and without lips. Since the lips
coniine the flow, the pressure gradient in that configuration

is less steep through the slot than if there were no lips.
Therefore, the velocity may be expected to be lower, so that
the effective width of the slots w-ill be reduced and the
quality factor thereby increased.

CON~USIONS

An amdysis of the equations which represent the inter-
ference on the trailing-vortex system of a uniformly loaded
wing, due to wind-tunnel walls with mixed open m-l closed
boundaries, has shown that:

1. Slot openings of the order of 7 percent of the tunnel
periphery for four evenly spaced slots of equal length, and
less for larger numbers of slots, are required to reduce the
interference on a lifting model to zero. The zero-intm-
ference quality factor, which is ddned as the ratio of the
interference of a slotted tunnel to the interference of a closed
tunnel, is critical with resyect to the percentage of wall open-
ing, inasmuch as a small change in wall opening will cause
an appreciable change in the quality factor when its value is
near zero.

2. The tunnels which contain two symmetrically locabd
slots showed quite di.ihrent values of the interference for
different slot locations. The di.flerencea in interference
became smaller as the number of slots increased.

3. In the tunnels examined, a region is noted to exist about
the center of the tunnel in which the ratio of the slotted-
tunnel interference to the closed-tunnel interference was
fairly constant, so that in order to obtain the corrections for
the eflects of a slotted tunnel it is necessary only to multiply
the closed-tunnel interference by a constant.

4. The region in which the ratio of the slotted-tunnel inter-
ference to the closed-tunnel intmferenca is reasonably uniform
was found to be larger for the tunnels containing 8 or 12 slots
than for those containing 2 slots.

5. An marination of tunds containing a single slot
showed that this slot produced a rolling moment or a cross
flow on the model. Either or both of these phenomena may
be expected for tunnels containing a larger odd number of
evenly spaced, equal-width slots. These effects should, how-
ever, decresse as the number of slots increcsea. Simihr
interference may also be expected for any case in which the
sIots are asym.metricdy arranged with respect to the morlel
&Yell.

6. An analysis of the effecti of compressibility shows that
the quaIity factor is relatively unaffected by compremibiIity
throughout the subsonic region.

LANGLEY&RONAUTWALLABORATORY,
NATIONALADVISORYCommrmm FORAERONAUTICS,

LANGLEYFIELD,VA., Februa~ 3,1963.
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